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ABSTRACT
The time domain harmonic balance method is an efficient numerical method for analyzing turbomachinery unsteady

flow for which unsteady flow frequencies can be known a priori. However, the solution performance of the method degrades
dramatically when the maximum frequency of unsteadiness being retained in an analysis increases. Some methods have
been proposed to solve or at least alleviate the problem. These methods include the block Jacobi successive symmetric over-
relaxation method, the lower upper symmetric Gauss Seidel (LU-SGS) /block Jacobi (BJ) method, the LU-SGS/Jacobian
iteration (JI) method and the LU-SGS/Gauss Siedel (GS) method. The paper aims at comparing the LU-SGS/BJ, LU-
SGS/JI and LU-SGS/GS methods and propose variants to them. Numerical tests are presented to show the effectiveness of
the proposed methods over their original counterparts.

INTRODUCTION
The time domain harmonic balance method (TDHB) (Sicot et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2002, 2013) has been established

as an efficient numerical method over the last two decades for analyzing temporal periodic flows with frequencies of un-
steadiness being known a priori. For turbomachinery unsteady flows due to blade row interaction and/or blade vibration,
the method has been a popular choice, particularly in a routine design environment where fast analysis turnaround is crucial.
The popularity of the method is attributed to its computational efficiency and easy implementation.

The TDHB method solves the unsteady flow governing equation at a few carefully-selected time instants which can
ensure a stable solution. Solutions at these time instants can be used to construct a time spectral source termwhich represents
the time derivative of the unsteady flow governing equation. One of the problems associated with the TDHB method lies
in the convergence degradation and solution instability with the increase of the maximum frequency of unsteadiness being
retained in an analysis (Hall et al., 2002; Su and Yuan, 2010; Sicot et al., 2012). The problem is attributed to the time spectral
source term. One effective approach to deal with this problem is the implicit treatment of the time spectral source term. As
the time spectral source term links solutions at all time instants, it is often cumbersome to implicitly treat the term together
with the rest term of the unsteady flow governing equation in the same way. To trade off between solution effectiveness
and implementation easiness, the implicit treatment of the time spectral source term is often performed in a way different
from that of other terms.

Sicot et al. (2008) proposed the Lower Upper-Symmetric Successive Over Relaxation/Block Jacobi (LU-SSOR/BJ)
method for an implicit solution of the harmonic balance equation system. The LU-SSOR method is used for the Jacobian
matrix without the time spectral source term, while the block Jacobi method is used for the time spectral source term.
The method has the merit of easy implementation. Wang and Huang (2017b) combined the Lower Upper-Symmetric Gauss
Seidel method with the block Jacobi (LU-SGS/BJ) method. Compared with the LU-SSOR/BJ, the LU-SGS/BJ is insensitive
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to the number of Jacobi iteration. Two Jacobi iterations are sufficient and more than two Jacobi iterations does not provide
any benefit.

Approximate factorization was used by Thomas et al. (2013) for an implicit solution of the harmonic balance equation
system. The method requires two steps to solve the implicitly linearized equation. One step deals with the time spectral
source term and the other step deals with the rest term. This facilitates the use of different methods for different terms and it
is easy to implement the method in a solver with an implicit solution method. Huang et al. (2018) also used the approximate
factorization, with the time spectral source term being dealt with using either a Jacobi iteration or Gauss Seidel iteration,
and other terms being dealt with using the LU-SGS method. The methods are called LU-SGS/JI and LU-SGS/GS methods.
Numerical tests reveal that the two methods are more stable than the LU-SGS/BJ method.

In this paper, we revisit the LU-SGS/BJ method and the LU-SGS/JI/GS method and propose variants to them. Numer-
ical tests with progressively increased difficulties are presented to contrast the existing methods and the proposed variants.

METHODOLOGY
This section presents a symbolic unsteady flow governing equation, its time domain harmonic balance form and nu-

merical methods being used to solve it in this investigation.

Harmonic balance form of the UFANS equation
The unsteady Favre averaged Naiver–Stokes (UFANS) equation in a semi-discrete form is given by

∂ (U∆V )

∂ t
+R(U) = 0, (1)

where U represents the conservative solution vector, ∆V is the cell volume and R(U) represents the lumped sum of the
spatial and source terms of the UFANS equation. The time domain harmonic balance form of Eqn. 1 is given by

EQ∆V +R(Q) = 0, (2)

where E represents the time spectral operator which is a matrix of dimension (2n+1)× (2n+1) for n frequencies. Details
of this matrix can be found from references (Wang and Huang, 2017b; Huang et al., 2018). Q is a vector representingU at
2n+1 time instants.

To solve Eqn. 2 using a time marching method, a pseudo time derivative is often added to it as follows

∂Q∆V
∂τ

+EQ∆V +R(Q) = 0. (3)

von Neumann stability analysis can reveal that the discrete one dimensional scalar advection equation in the time domain
harmonic balance form is inherently unstable if it is discretized using a first-order upwind scheme in space and the explicit
Euler method for the pseudo time derivative (Hall et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2018). However, boundary conditions can often
play a role of stabilization. Higher order time integration schemes can also improve the solution stability. Nevertheless,
with the increase of unsteady flow frequency, the time spectral source term becomes stiff and poses difficulty to a stable
solution. One solution to this issue is to use an implicit solution method. The following sections will detail some implicit
solution methods.

LU-SGS/Block Jacobi
The implicit discretization of Eqn. 3 is given by

∆Q∆V
σ∆τ

+E(Q+∆Q)∆V +R(Q+∆Q) = 0, (4)

where σ is the Courant number, ∆τ is the pseudo time step for an explicit scheme based upon stability requirement. Lin-
earizing R(Q+∆Q) yields

R(Q+∆Q)≈ R(Q)+
∂R
∂Q

∆Q = R(Q)+A∆Q, (5)

where A is the Jacobian matrix. Substitute Eqn. 5 into Eqn. 4 and rearrange, we have(
I +Eσ∆τ +A

σ∆τ
∆V

)
∆Q = Q∗, (6)

where
Q∗ = [−R(Q)−E∆V Q]

σ∆τ
∆V

. (7)
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The implicit solution of Eqn. 6 requires the inversion of
(
I +Eσ∆τ +A σ∆τ

∆V

)
. The exact inversion of the term is quite

complicated, as E is a dense matrix which connects solution at all involved time instants. To alleviate the difficulty of exact
inversion of

(
I +Eσ∆τ +A σ∆τ

∆V

)
, Sicot et al. (2008) proposed the block Jacobi method.(

I +A
σ∆τ
∆V

)
∆Qm = Q∗−E∆Qm−1σ∆τ, (8)

where m is the Jacobi iteration index. ∆Q0 is set to zero. Sicot et al. (2008) solved Eqn. 8 using a LU-SSOR method.
In this investigation, we solve the equation using the Lower Upper-Symmetric Gauss Seidel (LU-SGS) method (Yoon and
Jameson, 1988).

LU-SGS/Modified Block Jacobi
As Su and Yuan (2010) pointed out that the solution instability of a harmonic balance equation lies in the loss of

the dominance of the diagonal elements of the system Jacobian matrix
(
I +Eσ∆τ +A σ∆τ

∆V

)
due to the term of Eσ∆τ . To

alleviate the problem, we propose the modified block Jacobi method as follows(
I +A

σ∆τ
∆V

)
∆Qm = Q∗−E∆Qm−1∆τ. (9)

The difference between Eqn. 8 and Eqn. 9 is the drop of σ on the rightmost term in Eqn. 9.

LU-SGS/Jacobi Iteration
The left hand side of Eqn. 6 can be approximately factorized as follows(

I +Eσ∆τ +A
σ∆τ
∆V

)
∆Q ≈

(
I +A

σ∆τ
∆V

)
(I +Eσ∆τ)∆Q. (10)

Substitute the above into Eqn. 6, we can get(
I +A

σ∆τ
∆V

)
(I +Eσ∆τ)∆Q ≈ Q∗. (11)

To solve Eqn. 11, two steps are required. The first step is to solve(
I +A

σ∆τ
∆V

)
∆Q1/2 ≈ Q∗. (12)

The above equation can be solved using the LU-SGS method. The second step is to solve

(I +Eσ∆τ)∆Q = ∆Q1/2. (13)

The solution of the above equation can be achieved using a Jacobi iteration as follows

∆Qm = ∆Q1/2 −E∆Qm−1σ∆τ. (14)

LU-SGS/Modified Jacobi Iteration
Similar to the LU-SGS/modified block Jacobi method, we modify the LU-SGS/Jacobi Iteration method to have the

LU-SGS/modified Jacobi Iteration method by dropping the Courant number in the Jacobi iteration.

∆Qm = ∆Q1/2 −E∆Qm−1∆τ. (15)

LU-SGS/Gauss-Seidel
For the Jacobi iteration in Eqn. 14, ∆Q0 = 0, for m = 1 we have

∆Q1 = ∆Q1/2. (16)

For m = 2, we have
∆Q2 = ∆Q1/2 −E∆Q1σ∆τ = (I −Eσ∆τ)∆Q1/2. (17)

For the LU-SGS/Gauss–Seidel method, the number of Jacobi iteration is set to 2 (m = 2).
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LU-SGS/Modified Gauss-Seidel
Similar to the LU-SGS/modified block Jacobi method and the LU-SGS/modified Jacobi iteration, we can also have

the modified version of the LU-SGS/Gauss–Seidel method by dropping the Courant number in the Gauss–Seidel iteration.

∆Q2 = (I −E∆τ)∆Q1/2. (18)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The six implicit solution methods presented in the previous section are implemented in an in-house flow solver -

TurboXD (Wang and Huang, 2017b,a; Wang et al., 2022). The flow solver solves the three dimensional Favre averaged
Navier-Stokes equation in a cylindrical coordinate system using a cell-centered finite volume method on a computational
domain discretized using structured grids. The eddy viscosity is calculated using the one equation Spalart-Allmaras tur-
bulence model (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992). The convective flux through the bounding surface of a control volume is
calculated using the well known center scheme with the first and third order blended artificial dissipation (Jameson et al.,
1981). The spatial derivatives of velocity components, static temperature and turbulence quantity are calculated at the cell
center of a control volume using the Gauss theorem. Their values at the bounding surfaces of control volumes are obtained
using arithmetic averaging for evaluation of physical diffusive fluxes. For a steady solution the pseudo-time integration
is accomplished using a hybrid explicit and implicit method: a five-stage Runge-Kutta method is used together with the
LU-SGS method. The LU-SGS method is used a residual smoother before a solution is updated. This can allow a Courant
number in the order of 100 to be used in an analysis. For an unsteady solution based upon the time domain harmonic balance
method, the aforementioned six implicit solution methods are implemented in the flow solver. To enable a flow field anal-
ysis in a domain consisting of multiple blade rows, the improved mixing plane method (Wang, 2014) is implemented for a
steady analysis and the time and space mode decomposition and match method (Wang and Huang, 2017a) is implemented
for an unsteady flow analysis using the time domain harmonic balance method or the coupled time-passage spectral method.

Flutter analysis
The flutter analysis of a high bypass ratio fan (Zhang and Ding, 2019) is used as our first case study to investigate all

the methods presented in the previous section. The fan configuration includes a rotor and a stator in the core and an outlet
vane in the bypass. The computational domain is composed of a single blade passage for each blade row. The total number
of grid points is about 2.9 million. The meridional view of the mesh is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 Meridional view of the mesh of the high bypass ratio fan.

First, a steady analysis is carried out to serve two purposes: one is to validate the flow solver-TurboXD by comparing
the numerical results with available experimental data, the other is to provide an initial flow field for flutter analysis. The
85% design speed is chosen for the steady and flutter analyses. The total pressure, total temperature, and flow angles are
specified at the inlet. Static pressure is specified at the exit of the bypass and core. A slip wall boundary condition with a
wall function is used for an adiabatic wall. The comparison of the speed-lines is shown in Fig. 2. The experimental data
comes from the reference (Zhang and Ding, 2019). The numerical results are very close to the experimental data in terms
of the total pressure ratio. However, a clear difference can be found in terms of adiabatic efficiency. It is believed that
the numerical results are more accurate than the experimental data. The reason is that there is big uncertainty in the total
temperature measurement as the total temperature rise is small.

Figure 3 shows the Mach number contours of the near-stall operating point at three representative spans of the rotor.
Flow separates on the blade suction side around the blade trailing edge region at 10% span and 50% span. At 90% span, the
shock is pushed out of the blade passage and the shock boundary interaction leads to flow separation on the blade suction
side.

The unsteady analysis is initialized from a steady analysis solution at a near-stall operating point. In the flutter analysis,
the first bending mode is considered. The blade experiences a prescribed motion according to the first bending mode. Figure
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Figure 2 Comparison of the speed-line between numerical results and experimental data for the fan configuration.

4 shows the vibration amplitude in the x direction, which is obtained through a finite element analysis. The natural frequency
of the first bending mode is 194.37 Hz, which is the only frequency being retained in the flutter analysis. This investigation
aims to compare the solution behavior of the six different implicit methods rather than to assess the aeroelastic performance
of the fan. Therefore, the inter blade phase angle of zero only is considered in the flutter analysis.

10% span 50% span 90% span

Figure 3 Mach number contours of the high bypass ratio fan at a near-stall operating point of 85% speed from a
steady analysis.

The comparison of the convergence history between LU-SGS/Block Jacobi method (referred as LU-SGS/BJ in Fig. 5),
LU-SGS/ModifiedBlock Jacobimethod (LU-SGS/MBJ), LU-SGS/Jacobi Iterationmethod (LU-SGS/JI), LU-SGS/Modified
Jacobi Iterationmethod (LU-SGS/MJI), LU-SGS/Gauss-Seidelmethod (LU-SGS/GS), and LU-SGS/ModifiedGauss-Seidel
method (LU-SGS/MGS) can be seen in Fig. 5. drho is the arithmetic average of the absolute value of density increment.
The number of Jacobi iterations for LU-SGS/BJ method, LU-SGS/MBJ method, LU-SGS/JI method, and LU-SGS/MJI
method is 2. For LU-SGS/JI method and LU-SGS/GS method, the solution residual maintains at a very high level under the
Courant number of 100. The solution fully converges if the Courant number is reduced from 100 to 20. The convergence
histories of the other four methods(LU-SGS/BJ,LU-SGS/MBJ,LU-SGS/MJI,LU-SGS/MGS)almost overlap, except that the
LU-SGS/Block Jacobi method has a slightly higher residual over the first 2000 iterative steps.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the worksum convergence history. Worksum is the work done by unsteady flow on
the blade over one vibration cycle. There is no difference in worksum between different methods if the solution is fully
converged. The LU-SGS/BJ method, the LU-SGS/MBJ method, the LU-SGS/MJI method and LU-SGS/MGS method can
allow a bigger Courant number compared to the LU-SGS/JI method and the LU-SGS/GS method.
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Figure 4 Displacement contours of the first bending mode.
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Figure 5 Comparison of the solution convergence
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Figure 6 Comparison of the worksum

The effect of the number of Jacobi iterations on the solution convergence is also investigated. Figure 7 shows the
comparison of the solution convergence by varying the number of Jacobi iterations. The Courant number of the six com-
putations in Fig. 7 is 100. It can be concluded that the increase in the number of Jacobi iterations does not have a visible
influence on the solution convergence. There is no difference in worksum convergence curves (see Fig. 8) either.
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Figure 7 Comparison of the solution convergence by
differing the number of Jacobi iterations(nJI: num-
ber of Jacobi iterations )
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Figure 8 Comparison of theworksumby differing the
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Rotor-stator interaction analysis
NASA stage 35 (Reid and Moore, 1978) is used in the rotor-stator analysis to compare the effects of implicit solution

approaches on solution convergence. NASA stage 35 consists of 36 rotor blades and 46 stator blades. One passage per row
is taken in the computational domain. The mesh of each passage comprises 57 grid points in the circumferential direction
and 73 grid points in the spanwise direction. In the streamwise direction, there are 161 and 177 grid points for the rotor
domain and the stator domain, respectively. The total number of grid points is 1.4 million. The blade to blade view and
meridional view of the mesh can be seen in Fig. 9.

Figure 9 Blade to blade view (left) and meridional view (right) of the mesh for NASA stage 35.

The comparison of the speed line between numerical results and experimental data is presented in Fig.10. The numer-
ical near-choked operating point is very close to the experimental counterpart. The calculated maximum total pressure ratio
is 1.88, which is smaller than the experimental data of 1.93. The measured adiabatic efficiencies are distributed around the
numerical data.
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Figure 10 Comparison of the speed-line between numerical results and experimental data for NASA stage 35.

The steady solution at a near peak efficiency point is used to initialize the unsteady analysis. In the rotor-stator inter-
action analysis, the time and space mode decomposition and matching method (Wang and Huang, 2017a) is used for the
blade row coupling. The number of frequencies being retained is 3 and 6 for the rotor and stator domain (see Tab.1). All
implicit methods except the LU-SGS/Jacobi Iteration method and the LU-SGS/Gauss-Seidel method can achieve a tight
convergence level if the Courant number is 5 (see Fig. 11). The reduction of the Courant number from 5 to 2 can guaran-
tee the convergence of the solution for the LU-SGS/Jacobi Iteration method and the LU-SGS/Gauss-Seidel method. The
increase in Jacobi iterations does not affect the solution convergence (see Fig. 12). Figure 13 shows the comparison of the
entropy contours at 50% span. All of the methods can well resolve the upstream wake. There is little difference between
the distribution of entropy contours. The number of Jacobi iterations also does not affect the distribution of entropy. The
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results are not presented to save space.

Table 1 Configuration of frequencies and inter blade phase angles for the NASA stage 35 (the blade counts of two
blade rows are 36 and 46, fs denotes shaft speed)

row index frequency (Hz) inter blade phase angle(◦ )
row1 n · 46 fs , n=1,…,3 n· −46∗360

36 , n=1,…,3
row2 n · 36 fs , n=1,…,6 n· 36∗360

46 , n=1,…,6
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Figure 11 Comparison of the solution convergence
by differing the Courant number for NASA stage 35
case
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Figure 12 Comparison of the solution convergence
by differing the number of Jacobi iterations for
NASA stage 35 case
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Figure 13 Comparison of the entropy contours for NASA stage 35.

Rotor-rotor interaction analysis
A 1.5 stage compressor, where a stator is sandwiched between two rotors, is used in the rotor-rotor interaction analysis.

The 1.5 stage compressor is taken from the front part of the replicated GE Energy Efficient Engine high pressure compressor
from T-Axi tools (Turner et al., 2011). The computational domain, including one passage for each blade row, consists of 57
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grid points in the circumferential direction and 81 grid points in the spanwise direction. The number of grid points in the
streamwise direction for three rows is 129,113 and 113. The total amount of grid points is about 1.6 million. The blade to
blade view and meridional view of the mesh is presented in Fig. 14.

Figure 14 Blade to blade view (left) and meridional view (right) of the mesh for the 1.5 stage configuration.

The speed lines of the 1.5 stage compressor are not presented since the experimental data is not available. The unsteady
analysis is initialized from a steady solution. To avoid the limitations of the harmonic balance method for resolving rotor-
rotor interaction, the coupled time and passage spectral method (Wang et al., 2022) is used. The coupled time and passage
spectral method is a natural extension of the time domain harmonic balance method. It inherits the convergence degradation
and solution instability issue due to the time spectral source term. More details about themethod can be found from reference
(Wang et al., 2022). In the unsteady analysis, six harmonics are retained to resolve an upstream wake, and three harmonics
are used for a downstream potential field non-uniformity. Therefore, the analysis includes three harmonics for the first blade
row, nine harmonics for the middle blade row and six harmonics for the third blade row. Five extra modes are also used for
the third blade row to better resolve the flow field due to a rotor-rotor interaction. The specification of frequency and inter
blade phase angles are presented in Tab. 2.

Table 2 Configuration of frequencies and inter blade phase angles for the 1.5 stage compressor (the blade counts
of three blade rows are 29,51 and 38, fs denotes shaft speed)

row index frequency (Hz) inter blade phase angle(◦ )
row1 n · 51 fs , n=1,…,3 n· 51∗360

29 , n=1,…,3

row2 n · 29 fs , n=1,…,6
n · 38 fs , n=1,…,3

n· −29∗360
51 , n=1,…,6

n· −38∗360
51 , n=1,…,3

row3

n · 51 fs , n=1,…,6
0

51 fs
51 fs
2*51 fs
2*51 fs

n· 51∗360
38 , n=1,…,6

29∗360
38

(51+29)∗360
38

(51−29)∗360
38

2∗(51−29)∗360
38

2∗(51+29)∗360
38

Figure 15a shows the comparison of the implicit solution methods in terms of convergence when the Courant number
is 10. The LU-SGS/Jacobi Iteration method and the LU-SGS/Gauss-Seidel method could not be identified because the
solutions have diverged after only several iterations. The residual of the LU-SGS/Block Jacobi method goes up at a later time
compared to that of the LU-SGS/Modified Block Jacobi method, while the LU-SGS/Modified Block Jacobi method has a
slightly tighter convergence level. The residual of the LU-SGS/Modified Jacobi Iteration method and the LU-SGS/Modified
Gauss-Seidel method can reach a very tight level at the first 7000 iterations and also goes up. All of the solutions have fully
converged when the Courant number is 5 (see Fig. 15b). The convergence curves are very close to each other. The
comparison of entropy contours is shown in Fig. 16. The distribution of entropy is quite similar between different methods.
The wake from the first blade row could propagate downwards to the third blade row.
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Figure 15 Comparison of the solution convergence of the middle blade row between different implicit methods for
the 1.5 stage compressor.
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Figure 16 Comparison of the entropy contours for the 1.5 stage compressor.

CONCLUSIONS
The LU-SGS/Block Jacobi method, the LU-SGS/Jacobi Iteration method and the LU-SGS/Gauss-Seidel method are

revisited. Three variants regarding the above implicit methods are proposed by dropping the Courant number in the time
spectral source term with the aim of improving the dominance of the diagonal elements of the system Jacobian matrix.
Three case studies are presented to contrast these implicit solution methods in solution convergence and accuracy.

Investigations have shown that the LU-SGS/Jacobi iteration method and the LU-SGS/Gauss-Seidel method are not as
stable as others, when the same Courant number is used in an analysis. A reduction in Courant number can ensure that all
the implicit methods could reach a very tight convergence and have the same convergence rate. Analyses also demonstrate
that the proposed implicit methods have advantage over the original counterparts in terms of solution convergence. The
proposed methods can allow a bigger Courant number in an analysis. For the proposed methods, two Jacobi iterations are
sufficient in a computation. Increasing the number of Jacobi iterations further is of no help for a solution convergence.
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NOMENCLATURE
A = Jacobian matrix
E = time spectral operator
n = the number of frequencies being retained in the analysis
Q = conservative variable solution at different time instants
R(Q) = lumped sum of the spatial derivative and source term
U = conservative variable solution
∆Q = increment solution vector
∆V = cell volume
∆τ = pseudo time step
σ = Courant number
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